Note: For students needing math leveling courses, the math sequence is MATH 0950 -> MATH 0990 -> MATH 1010 -> MATH 1050/1060 or 1080 -> MATH 1210 -> MATH 1220. MATH 1040 requires MATH 1010.

* This gives you either A) gen ed credit for Humanities or Creative Arts (HU or CA) or B) upper division credit, but not both. If a HU or CA is taken, then ignore the Senior Fall HU/CA course, but be aware the suggested course sequence leaves a student 2 upper division hours short of the university 40 hour requirement.

** A few Life Science (LS) courses are 4 hours. Taking a 4 hour LS course with the 5 hour Physical Science (PS) course PHYS 2210 achieves the university 9 hour LS/PS requirement.